Splitting bioactive proteins, such as enzymes or fluorescent reporters, into conditionally reconstituting 26 fragments is a powerful strategy for building tools to study and control biochemical systems. However, split 27 proteins often exhibit a high propensity to reconstitute even in the absence of the conditional trigger, which 28 limits their utility. Current approaches for tuning reconstitution propensity are laborious, context-specific, or 29 often ineffective. Here, we report a computational design-driven strategy that is grounded in fundamental 30 protein biophysics and which guides the experimental evaluation of a focused, sparse set of mutants-31 which vary in the degree of interfacial destabilization while preserving features such as stability and catalytic 32 activity-to identify an optimal functional window. We validate our method by solving two distinct split 33 protein design challenges, generating both broad insights and new technology platforms. This method will 34 streamline the generation and use of split protein systems for diverse applications. 35 36 KEYWORDS: synthetic biology, split proteins, computational protein design, protein engineering 37 38
INTRODUCTION 39
40 Split proteins and conditional reconstitution systems are powerful tools for interrogating biology and 41 controlling cell behavior. [1] [2] [3] [4] These systems work by splitting a protein into two fragments to disrupt the 42 protein's function. Each fragment is then fused to a partner domain such that the split protein is 43 reconstituted, and its function is restored only when the partner domains interact. This modular strategy 44 may be applied to diverse functional proteins to control bioluminescence 5, 6 , fluorescence 7 , proteolytic 45 cleavage 8-10 and transcription 11, 12 . As a result, conditionally-reconstituted split proteins have been 46 employed in a variety of applications including probing and discovering new protein-protein interactions 13-47 16 , studying post-translational modifications 17 , imposing small molecule-regulated control over enzymatic 48 activity 18, 19 , and rewiring cellular signaling 9, 20 . 49 50 Despite their utility in certain contexts, broader application of split protein systems is largely limited by the 51 spontaneous reconstitution of fragments, resulting in high background activity (Fig. 1a) . Splitting a protein 52 tends to expose its hydrophobic core, creating highly unfavorable interactions between the core and 53 solvent. Reconstitution is driven by a strong inherent preference to desolvate by recombining the fragments. 54
Evaluating alternative splitting sites can vary reconstitution propensity, but this approach often only partially 55 ameliorates the problem because changing splitting sites may not significantly affect underlying 56 hydrophobic forces. Therefore, it is necessary to identify variants with a reconstitution propensity that 57 precludes spontaneous reconstitution but enables reconstitution under desired conditions. Variants with a 58 range of reconstitution propensities can be generated by random mutagenesis and screened for the desired 59 property. However, high-throughput screening is not readily available for all split protein systems, and low-60 throughput clonal testing of variants can be laborious and suffer from inefficient exploration of sequence 61 space. Even when screens generate improved variants, it may be difficult to interpret why only certain 62 mutants were successful, and as a result, generalizable rules cannot be transferred to guide the tuning of 63 new split protein systems. Furthermore, split protein systems tuned by mutagenesis exhibit performance 64 characteristics determined by (and limited to) the conditions used in the initial screens, again posing a 65 barrier to general applications. 66 4 67 Here, we report a general strategy based on fundamental principles of protein biophysics for optimizing 68 split protein systems which we term Split Protein Optimization by Reconstitution Tuning, or SPORT. We 69 use computational mutagenesis with the Rosetta macromolecular modeling suite to guide limited 70 experimental screening and thereby discretely map the sequence-energy landscape of the split interface. 71
This allows us to determine optimal interaction energies that maximize the performance of the split protein 72 system. We demonstrate proof-of-concept by optimizing a split protease system for conditional 73 reconstitution in two different contexts: membrane-embedded and cytosolic. Our approach generates 74 simple design rules that may be extended to tune other split protein systems for distinct design goals and 75 can be implemented by most research laboratories. This work demonstrates a new method for efficiently 76 engineering split protein systems, which will streamline the generation and expand the use of split protein 77 systems for diverse applications. 78
79

RESULTS
81
Formulation of the design challenge and strategy 82 83 As a first step toward developing a strategy that addresses the challenge of designing split proteins, we 84 selected a model system based on the well-studied Tobacco Etch Virus protease (TEVp)-we sought to 85 tune the reconstitution propensity of split TEVp. For this purpose, we modified a synthetic receptor system 86 that we previously reported (Modular Extracellular Split Architecture, or MESA) 21 to serve as a reporter of 87 conditional split TEVp reconstitution. In this testbed, ligand binding-induced dimerization of a membrane 88 receptor reconstitutes an intracellular split TEVp, which then autolytically liberates a sequestered 89 transcription factor to drive reporter gene expression ( Fig. 1b) . Our initial evaluation demonstrated that the 90 canonical split TEVp (split between residues 118/119) 22 showed high propensity to reconstitute, resulting 91 in high background from ligand-independent signaling (Supplementary Fig. 1 ). As the original screens 92 used to identify this split were performed in a soluble rather than membrane-bound context, these data 93 suggest that tethering split TEVp to a membrane may promote reconstitution. Furthermore, we determined 94 5 that this problem is not limited to the canonical split site, as other TEVp partitioning also yielded poor 95 performance ( Supplementary Fig. 2 ). Given these observations, we formulated a design goal: rationally 96 mutate split TEVp to optimize two key MESA performance characteristics-minimal reporter gene 97 expression in the absence of ligand and a substantial fold increase in reporter expression upon ligand 98 addition. 99 100 Biophysical principles underlying SPORT 101
102
We developed SPORT, a computation-guided workflow to rationally design split protein interfaces to 103 optimize reconstitution propensity ( Fig. 1c) . SPORT employs Rosetta, a state-of-the-art software package 104 for protein design. 23 Given a protein with a predetermined split site, our first step was to identify key 105 interfacial residues to target for mutagenesis. Residues with large differences in solvent-accessible surface 106 area (SASA)-when comparing intact protein and split fragments-were classified as buried residues. 107
These buried residues are ideal targets for mutagenesis as they likely contribute substantially to the driving 108 force for spontaneous reconstitution. For each buried residue, we performed a comprehensive, in silico 109 mutational scan to evaluate the energy perturbation of all possible single-point mutations on the interaction 110 energy across the split protein interface (ΔΔGInterfacial) and total stability of the mutated protein (ΔΔGTotal) 111 relative to the parent. The degree of disruption is a critical design consideration. Insufficient disruption may 112 retain high background activity while excessive disruption may impair catalytic activity due to loss of overall 113 protein stability. Therefore, the interface must be carefully tuned so that the driving force provided by ligand 114 binding-induced dimerization promotes reconstitution. This "Goldilocks zone" likely differs for each 115 individual protein and perhaps depends upon context, and this zone is difficult to define a priori. Therefore, 116 our strategy was to identify the Goldilocks zone for a given protein by choosing mutations that span the 117 range of ΔΔG values. We hypothesized that a limited test set of mutants would direct subsequent 118 mutagenesis efforts by predicting desirable mutant combinations from a vast amount of sequence space. 119
Each of these propositions was tested using experimental case studies. To investigate and validate SPORT, we applied our design workflow to the split TEVp MESA system. We 124 first assessed the per-residue change in solvent accessible surface area (ΔSASA) between the intact form 125 and split fragments ( Fig. 2a) . In total, 130 of the 218 residues showed increased SASA in the isolated 126 fragments. We excluded from this set the catalytic triad and 27 residues lying within a 6 Å coordination 127 sphere around the catalytic triad to avoid perturbing the catalytic function of reconstituted TEVp. Of the 128 remaining 100 positions, we chose the 15 positions with the largest ΔSASA (9 in N-terminal and 6 in C-129 terminal halves of split TEVp) as candidates for mutagenesis. Next, we evaluated the energy perturbation 130 of all possible single-point mutations (285 in total) at these positions using Rosetta. As expected, few 131 mutations were predicted to increase stability, and a vast majority were destabilizing ( Fig. 2b,  132 Supplementary Figure 3) . Many positions exhibited a variety of stabilizing, benign, and destabilizing point 133 mutations that were consistent with structure. For instance, bulky sidechain substitutions (W, F, Y, R, K and 134 H) at position 103 resulted in many steric clashes with neighboring residues ( Fig. 2b right panel) and 135 subsequently conferred large decreases in predicted stability. 136 137 Guided by these predictions, we next experimentally characterized 20 single-mutant split TEV variants that 138 span a wide range of ΔΔGInterfacial (3.1 to 16.1 Rosetta Energy Units, or REU) and ΔΔGTotal (-1.9 to 30 REU) 139 energies ( Fig. 2c) . We observed high background signaling (i.e., reporter expression) for disruptions up to 140 ΔΔGInterfacial ~6.6 REU, which suggested that destabilization was insufficient. However, four out of ten 141 variants with ΔΔGInterfacial >10 REU exhibited reduced background signaling and substantial ligand-induced 142 activation (Fig. 2c) . The remaining six were completely inactive (or "dead"); they induced no signaling under 143 any conditions. Energy-based partitioning across different phenotypes (inducible, not inducible, and dead) 144 became evident when comparing ΔΔGInterfacial and ΔΔGTotal of all 20 single mutant split TEV variants ( Fig.  145 2d). Variants with high background activity due to insufficient destabilization fell in the region where 146 ΔΔGInterfacial < 10 and ΔΔGTotal < 10 REU. Variants with the dead phenotype had ΔΔGInterfacial > 10 and 147 ΔΔGTotal > 10 REU; since these mutants were expressed, as confirmed by Western blot (Supplementary 148 Fig. 4) , the lack of signaling suggested that these mutations directly preclude reconstitution. Most of the 149 inducible variants (three out of four) were observed in the energy window where ΔΔGInterfacial > 10 and 7 ΔΔGTotal < 10 REU, which may represent the Goldilocks zone we hypothesized to exist. An additional region 151 contained a mixture of inducible and dead phenotypes. By inspection of these results, we then proposed a 152 model for broadly classifying experimental phenotypes based on energy partitions ( Fig. 2e) . (two mutations on one chain) and paired (one mutation on each chain) mutants derived by combining the 159 initial 14 single non-dead mutations tested ( Fig. 3a) . Of the 67 possible double and paired mutants tested, 160 28 were predicted to be inducible. We experimentally tested 14 of these and found that 10 exhibited 161 inducible signaling as predicted, one was dead, and three were not inducible; this yields an observed 162 accuracy of 0.71 for inducible predictions (Fig. 3b,c) . Interestingly, three of the prediction failures fell at the 163 low end of the range of predicted changes in interfacial energy, suggesting potential opportunities for 164 refining the classifier model. We also noted an interesting trend in our ΔΔG (total and interfacial) 165 calculations-for the sixty-seven mutants tested, the calculated ΔΔG for the double and paired mutants 166 were nearly identical to the sums of the ΔΔG calculated for the associated single mutants (Supplementary 167 Fig. 5 ). Thus, for subsequent analyses of combined mutants, we simply added the effects of single mutants 168 in our calculations. 169
170
We next investigated how variations in expression level might impact the inducibility of the mutants. We 171 used Western blot analysis to normalize and vary chain expression levels by adjusting DNA doses 172 ( Supplementary Fig. 6) . Notably, these constructs remained inducible across the entire range of 173 expression levels tested, suggesting that the biophysical mechanism of optimized split protein reconstitution 174 is robust to variations in the expression levels and ratio of the membrane-bound split TEVp fragments. 175
However, we observed that the performance of these constructs (i.e., fold induction of signaling upon ligand 176 addition) could be substantially improved through tuning expression such that protein levels of each 177 fragment are comparable ( Fig. 3d, Supplementary Fig. 7) . Taken together, these results suggest that a 178 8 classifier calibrated with a limited set of experimental observations spanning the full range of ΔΔG can 179 predict function of new mutants with high accuracy in a manner that is independent of expression level of 180 the construct. 181 182 SPORT predicts phenotypes of novel mutations and combinations 183 184 All mutations previously tested were derived from predictions based on our computational method. Next, 185
we wanted to test a broad set of mutants (outside the calibration set) to investigate the accuracy of our 186 classification scheme. Therefore, we experimentally characterized additional single mutants (not included 187 in the original calibration set) and all combinations of paired mutations derived from both the original and 188 this expanded mutation set (omitting dead constructs); mutants were selected to explore the boundaries of 189 the energy landscape classifier model and were expected to reflect a wide range of induced and uninduced 190 reporter expression levels and ratios ( Figs. 2e, 3a) . We also sought to investigate whether the phenotypic 191 partitioning demonstrated for inducibility (Fig. 3b,c) is extensible to the other phenotype classes (i.e., dead 192 and not inducible). This expanded set paired 10 N-terminal mutations with 16 C-terminal mutations. In 193 general, we observed that variants with larger ΔΔGInterfacial energies had lower reporter expression levels in 194 both the background (OFF) and ligand-induced (ON) states (Fig. 4a, left and middle panels) . Thus, the cost 195 of lowering the OFF state is to also lower the ON state, but these reductions are not always proportional. 196 This is evident by the diversity of calculated fold inductions (Fig. 4a, right panel) . Only one variant, 197 H75P/W198E, exhibited a significant decrease in the OFF state and an increase in the ON state relative to 198 wild type (WT). However, the variants with highest fold inductions, such as H75S/I163P (17.3 fold induction) 199 and H75T/I163P (9.92 fold induction), exhibited significantly lower OFF and ON states than did the WT, 200 reflecting a tradeoff between desirable performance characteristics. Overall, we observed moderate 201 agreement between the actual and predicted phenotypes for these novel variants and combinations (Fig.  202   4b) . The classifier model was most accurate for predicting the not inducible phenotype (25 of 29, 86%). 203
Many inducible phenotype predictions were also confirmed (31 of 52, 60%). This success rate is impressive 204
given that phenotypic classification boundaries were set roughly based upon the sparse calibration set (Fig.  205  2e) . Interestingly, this analysis also indicates that the energy landscape calculated by SPORT correlates 206 with each phenotype to differing degrees. 207
208
In order to gain additional insight into how choice of calibration set and sample size may impact the accuracy 209 of SPORT predictions, we performed retrospective bootstrapping analysis of the data presented in Figure  210 4 (see Supplementary Note 2 for full details). Experimental data were stratified by the energy landscape 211 and partitioned randomly into calibration and prediction subsets. Logistic regression modeling was applied 212 to evaluate the accuracy of classification under various conditions (Supplementary Fig. 8) . We observed 213 robust prediction accuracy using multiple unique calibration sets and using sample sizes ranging from 4 to 214
28. This outcome suggests that our ability to generate a general classification model was not dependent 215 upon the specific calibration data we used in our initial characterization experiment (Fig. 2) , and that a 216 relatively small set of calibration data drawn from a distribution like that included in Figure 4 would be 217 sufficient to generate a general classification model. 218
219
Extension of SPORT predictions to new design goals 220 221
A major limitation to current approaches for employing split proteins is that often a variant selected to 222 perform well in one context fails in a different context. To investigate whether the SPORT design method is 223 generalizable beyond our initial model system, we developed a distinct model system. This new system 224 employs split TEVp in a soluble form, where we hypothesized that a different reconstitution propensity 225 would be required compared to the membrane-bound model system. To generate such a soluble test 226 system (Fig. 5a) , ligand binding domains were fused to split TEVp domains along with a soluble 227 transcription factor flanked by protease cleavage sites and nuclear export signals (NES); thus, TEVp-228 mediated cleavage removes the NES from the transcription factor to enable nuclear localization and 229 reporter expression. We first developed and tested a panel of soluble transcription factors that could 230 implement this mechanism. This evaluation included varying the number of NES elements, their placement 231 at N and/or C terminus of the transcription factor, and the P1' residue of the TEVp cleavage sequence 232 which governs cleavage kinetics 24 (Fig. 5b) . Several soluble transcription factor constructs exhibited the 233 desired phenotype of low signaling in the absence of TEVp and high signaling when co-expressed with full 234 TEVp; construct TF10 was selected for evaluating split TEVp variants. 235 236 Using our soluble split TEVp test system, we evaluated a panel of 10 single TEVp mutants and 10 paired 237
TEVp mutants spanning a range of interfacial energies (Fig. 5c) . The construct based upon WT split TEVp 238 exhibited a substantial fold induction, which is consistent with the fact that this split protein was identified 239 by screens performed in the soluble phase 22 . However, the WT construct also yielded high background In this study, we developed and validated what is-to our knowledge-the first computational strategy for 252 tuning split protein reconstitution propensity. Although the split TEVp MESA used as our first model system 253 would have been deemed infeasible using standard evaluations of split proteins (Supplementary Figs. 1-254 2), application of SPORT to tune this system yielded multiple high-performing new synthetic receptor 255 scaffolds (Fig. 3d) . We show that unlike the classical MESA receptors we have characterized in prior work 21, 256 25, 26 , split TEVp MESA tuned by SPORT exhibit excellent performance characteristics (i.e., low-background 257 and high fold-induction) in a manner that is robust to variations in both biosensor expression level and the 258 ratio at which biosensor chains are expressed (Supplementary Figure 7) . This property is of great practical 259 utility, as it precludes the need to carefully tune the implementation of each biosensor. 260 261 11 Several important insights emerged from this study. First, our approach demonstrated that testing a sparse 262 set of mutants along the energy landscape is an effective strategy to choose optimal interfacial energies to 263 promote conditional reconstitution. Second, multiple point mutations with similar energies exhibited similar 264 performance, which suggests reconstitution propensity depends on the energy of destabilization but is 265 agnostic to specific mutations. Third, the concept of a Goldilocks zone is likely generalizable to different 266 proteins and application contexts, but the optimal energy window may have to be adjusted on a case-by-267 case basis. We find that membrane-bound split proteins must be destabilized to a greater degree than 268 soluble split proteins in order to avoid spontaneous reconstitution. Altogether, these results show that split 269 protein systems can be engineered based on fundamental principles of protein biophysics, which obviates 270 the need for exhaustive screening and generates rules applicable to new candidate proteins. 271
272
There are several interesting opportunities for extending and improving SPORT in future work. First, 273
although our analysis showed that SPORT can be used to identify mutations that confer specific energy 274 changes, it does not yet enable a priori prediction of where the Goldilocks zone will fall for new applications. 275
It is possible that subsequent analysis of many case studies could identify trends that enable such 276 predictions and thus harness SPORT to further focus experimental investigations. An additional opportunity 277 is pairing SPORT with a multiparameteric optimization framework for exploring pareto-optimal tradeoffs 278 between performance characteristics; for example, in our model system, there seems to be such a tradeoff 279 between low background in the ligand-free state and high signaling in the ligand-induced state. Finally, the 280 SPORT algorithm itself may be refined to better avoid false positives (e.g., dead mutants that share a region 281 of the energy landscape with inducible variants). Altogether, our findings suggest many opportunities for 282 expanding the utility of split proteins for many new applications and highlight the impact of SPORT-guided 283 development of novel biochemical and synthetic biology tools. Fisher) and grown at 37˚C. Plasmid maps are provided as GenBank files (Supplementary Data 1) . 294 295
Plasmid preparation 296
Plasmid DNA used for transfection was prepared using the PEG precipitation method, which was previously 297 
